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Chapter 2Observing Particulars2.1 Telescopes and Receivers2.1.1 Green Bank 1400The 800-MHz and 575-MHz polarimetric data presented in this thesis were all ob-tained at the NRAO 1400 (43m) telescope at Green Bank, WV. This telescope has anequatorial mount, which means the orientation of the feed remains �xed with respectto the source. The feed must be rotated manually in order to deal with polarizationcalibration issues (cf. section 2.5.2).The 300-1000 MHz and 1000-1450 MHz prime focus receivers were used for theseobservations. At 800 and 1400 MHz dual orthogonal linear polarizations were re-ceived, ampli�ed, and passed through a quadrature hybrid device for conversion toleft and right hand circular polarizations. Independent linearly-polarized diode noisesources were injected prior to the �rst stage of ampli�cation for secondary calibrationpurposes. At 575 MHz the hybrid is immediately after the feed, and the independentnoise sources are therefore circularly polarized. A correlated noise source was injectedprior to the hybrid for these observations. The radio frequency (RF) signals centeredat 800 MHz were mixed with a local oscillator (LO) to an intermediate frequency (IF)of 250 MHz, and passed through 80-MHz bandpass �lters. The GBPP (cf. section2.2.1) requires an IF near 400 MHz. The signals were therefore converted to an IF of420 MHz by mixing with another LO, and passed through another 80-MHz bandpass�lter centered at 400 MHz. Our 28-MHz observing band was centered at 400 MHz,corresponding to an RF of 820 MHz. The 575-MHz RF signals were mixed with anLO to an IF of 250 MHz, passed through 80-MHz bandpass �lters, converted to anIF of 400 MHz with another LO, and and passed through another set of 80-MHzbandpass �lters. Our 28-MHz observing band was centered at a sky radio frequencyof 575-MHz.Typical system temperatures for the 575, 800, and 1400-MHz observations are



36 Observing Particulars60-70K, 40-60K and 20-25K respectively, with antenna gains of 0.25-0.3 K Jy�1.2.1.2 Green Bank 85-3The Green Bank 85-3 was one element of an interferometer consisting of three 25-mtelescopes. This telescope is now used as a pulsar monitoring telescope, and was usedto obtain polarization data for the Crab pulsar. Two linearly polarized 610-MHzsignals are mixed to an IF of 400 MHz, and passed to the GBPP.2.1.3 E�elsberg 100mThe 100-m telescope at E�elsberg, Germany was used for the 1400 MHz observationspresented here. The alt-azimuth mount of this telescope results in an automaticrotation of the feed relative to the sky. This parallactic angle must be included in theprocessing of any observations. The 1.41-GHz HEMT receiver located at the primefocus is tunable between 1.3 and 1.7 GHz. The antenna gain at these frequenciesis 1.5 K Jy�1, independent of elevation. Dual orthogonal linear polarizations arereceived, ampli�ed, and passed through a quadrature hybrid device for conversionto left and right hand circular polarizations, following the NRAO design. A singlelinearly polarized noise source is injected prior to the hybrid for calibration purposes.These incoming radio frequency signals were passed through bandpass �lters centeredat 1415 MHz which have a 130-MHz bandwidth. The 1410-MHz signals were mixedto an IF of 150 MHz. This IF was passed to the EBPP, which immediately mixedthe signals with another LO to an IF of 440 MHz. Our observing bandwidth (28MHz) was centered at 1410 MHz. The system temperature was 35-50K for theseobservations.



Berkeley Pulsar Processors 372.2 Berkeley Pulsar ProcessorsThe e�ects of interstellar dispersion discussed in section 1.8.1 are most troublesomefor short period objects, where the dispersion across even a relatively narrow bandcan be a signi�cant fraction of a pulse period. Traditionally, the incoming signal hasbeen divided up into many separate narrow frequency channels, within which thedispersion smearing is no larger than the desired temporal resolution. The signalin each channel is later delayed by the expected dispersion delay prior to averagingover the channels. For high resolution pro�les at short periods, the channels mustbecome very narrow, limiting the total bandwidth which may be used. An alternativeapproach has been to record fast-sampled raw voltage data. The e�ects of interstellardispersion amount to a frequency-dependent phase rotation of the complex voltages.This complex multiplication in the frequency domain, or convolution in the timedomain, may be removed in software prior to detection (Hankins 1971, Hankins &Rickett 1975). This coherent dedispersion technique results in high time resolution,but requires signi�cant computer resources. The Berkeley Pulsar Processors weredeveloped to perform the deconvolution in real-time, to simplify later processing.2.2.1 GBPPThe Green Bank-Berkeley Pulsar Processor (GBPP) was originally called the Coher-ent Dispersion Removal Processor, or CDRP. The CDRP was designed for sensitivehigh resolution timing and polarimetry observations of short period, highly dispersedpulsars. The e�ects of interstellar dispersion are removed via complex convolutionin the time domain. The GBPP currently consists of 32 frequency channels for eachpolarization. It can remove up to 1024 time samples of dispersion per channel forchannel bandwidths up to 1 MHz. The channel widths can be set in steps of 1.414,and full Stokes parameters can be analyzed for channel bandwidths up to 0.875 MHz.Other observing modes allow channel bandwidths up to 4 MHz for intensity observa-tions. The minimum time resolution in the pulse pro�le for polarization observationsis one of (a) period/2048; (b) inverse of the channel bandwidth, whichever is largest.The CDRP was designed and constructed by the Berkeley Pulsar Group, startingwith support from the NSF Science & Technology Center for Particle Astrophysics.In 1994 a half system (16 channel) CDRP-0 was brought to Green Bank. This systemwas used for some initial polarization observations. In 1995 a full system CDRP-2was brought to Green Bank. In 1996 the designed CDRP-2 system was completedwith the addition of an agile analog stage of electronics. CDRP-2 normally resides atthe 850 telescope, and was used for the small amount of polarimetric data taken with
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Fig. 2.1.| A block diagram of the Berkeley Pulsar Processor. This coherent dispersion removalprocessor has an analog crate and 8 digital �lter boards to channelize the data, which is dedispersed,detected, and averaged by the dedisperser boards. The timing board synchronizes the system, whichis controlled by a PC.this telescope. CDRP-2 was renamed GBPP to provide uniformity amongst otherprocessors completed or under construction. This processor was used for all of the575-MHz observations and the majority of the 800-MHz observations. Up to 28 MHzof bandwidth could be used for the polarization observations.The GBPP consists of Analog and Digital Crates for channelization, dispersionremoval, detection and signal averaging. A schematic diagram showing the majorcomponents of the GBPP is shown in Figure 2.1. The analog crate divides the in-coming signal for each polarization into 4 bands, mixing each to baseband. TheDigital Filter Boards (DFBs) divide each of these bands into 8 individual channels,resulting in 32 channels per polarization. Four channels of each polarization (from twoDFBs) are passed to a single Dedisperser Board (DB) for processing. On each DB, aVLSI device developed by Amar Kapadia et al. (1993) performs a 1024-point complexdeconvolution of the dispersion e�ects of the interstellar plasma. This is followed bydetection of the signal (and cross-detection to generate the Stokes parameters), andaveraging synchronously with the pulse period. The Timing Board controls the DFBs



Berkeley Pulsar Processors 39and DBs, tracks the apparent pulsar period, and communicates with the PC whichcontrols the system. The A/D (analog to digital) portion of the system has 4-bitoutput, while the DFB output is 2-bit. This results in a non-linear power correctionwhich must be applied to the data during processing. A partial technical descriptionof the GBPP, focussing on the DFB, may be found in Backer et al. (1997).2.2.2 EBPPThe E�elsberg-Berkeley Pulsar Processor (EBPP) is a clone of the GBPP, and wasused for the 1400-MHz observations. The �rst half of the system (16 channels) wasinstalled at the E�elsberg 100m telescope in 1996 October (denoted EBPP-a in table2.1), and a limited amount of polarimetry data was obtained at that time. The systemwas completed before the remainder of the observations in Spring 1997.



40 Observing Particulars2.3 Observing informationPolarimetry observations were obtained at several epochs. The 575-MHz data wereall obtained at Green Bank in 1997 July, in a run dedicated to polarization. The800-MHz data were obtained in 1995 January/February, 1997 February, April, andJuly. Most of these data were obtained during standard pulsar timing runs (seeFoster & Backer 1990 for a description of the Pulsar Timing Array program) whichuse the Spectral Processor; therefore a limited amount of calibration was possible forthese data. Due to concerns about instrumental e�ects introduced by the hybrid,the hybrid was removed from the system for the 1995 data, resulting in dual linearpolarizations. The 1400-MHz data were obtained at E�elsberg in 1996 October, 1997March/April.In addition, we present polarimetry of the Crab pulsar at 610 MHz,taken at the 85-3 telescope in Green Bank, WV.The dates of observation are displayed for each pulsar in table 2.1, along with theradio frequency in MHz, channel bandwidth in MHz, number of channels available,the polarization system used, and the processor which obtained the data. In all cases,the raw data consists of scans with 16 or 32 frequency channels, up to 2048 time bins,and 4 polarizations, each having an integration time of 2 to 15 minutes (usually near5 minutes). The data were inspected for interference, and problem scans and channelswere removed from further consideration.In order to produce a polarization pro�le for a given pulsar at a given frequency,gain calibration (cf. section 2.4) must be applied, the instrumental polarization ef-fects of the telescope must be removed (cf. section 2.5), any polarization positionangle o�sets between di�erent sets of data must be removed, and the scans must betemporally aligned (cf. section 2.6).



Observing information 41Summary of ObservationsSource Dates Freq CBW Chans Poln ObservingMHz MHz Sys SystemB0531+21 1996 11/13-4,27,30, 12/2 610 0.5 32 lin GBPPJ0613-0200 1997 7/28-9 575 0.70 32 circ GBPPJ0613-0200 1995 1/30-1, 2/06-7 800 0.70 16 lin CDRP-0J0613-0200 1997 2/10-1, 4/26,28-9, 7/31-8/01 820 0.875 32 circ GBPPJ0613-0200 1997 4/09 1410 0.875 32 circ EBPPJ0751+1807 1997 3/19 1410 0.875 32 circ EBPPJ1012+5307 1997 7/25-9 575 0.875 32 circ GBPPJ1012+5307 1997 2/10-2, 4/26-9, 7/31-8/01 820 0.875 32 circ GBPPJ1012+5307 1996 10/15 1410 0.7 16 circ EBPP-aJ1012+5307 1997 3/19 1410 0.875 32 circ EBPPJ1012+5307 1997 4/09 1410 0.875 32 circ EBPPJ1022+1001 1997 7/25-8 575 0.875 32 circ GBPPJ1022+1001 1997 2/12, 4/27-30, 7/31 820 0.875 32 circ GBPPJ1022+1001 1996 10/05 1410 0.7 12 circ EBPP-aJ1022+1001 1997 3/19, 4/09 1410 0.875 32 circ EBPPJ1518+4904 1997 3/19 1410 0.875 32 circ EBPPB1620-26 1997 7/26-30 575 0.50 32 circ GBPPB1620-26 1997 2/10-2, 4/26-30, 7/30-8/01 820 0.875 32 circ GBPPB1620-26 1995 1/31, 2/06 800 0.70 16 lin CDRP-0B1620-26 1995 2/05 800 0.70 16 circ CDRP-0B1620-26 1997 3/20,24,4/10 1410 0.875 32 circ EBPPJ1640+2224 1997 3/24, 4/10 1410 0.875 32 circ EBPPJ1643-1224 1997 3/20, 4/10 1410 0.875 32 circ EBPPJ1713+0747 1997 7/25-30 575 0.875 32 circ GBPPJ1713+0747 1997 2/10-2, 4/26-30, 7/30-1 820 0.875 32 circ GBPPJ1713+0747 1995 1/30-1, 2/05-7 800 0.70 16 lin CDRP-0J1713+0747 1995 2/05 800 0.70 16 circ CDRP-0J1713+0747 1997 3/19-20, 4/09 1410 0.875 32 circ EBPPJ1730-2304 1997 7/29-30 575 0.875 32 circ GBPPJ1730-2304 1997 2/10-1, 4/26-7, 7/31-8/01 820 0.875 32 circ GBPPJ1730-2304 1997 4/10 1410 0.875 32 circ EBPPB1821-24 1997 7/25-30 575 0.35 32 circ GBPPB1821-24 1997 2/10-1, 4/26-30, 7/31-8/01 820 0.70 32 circ GBPPB1821-24 1997 3/20,24, 4/10 1410 0.875 32 circ EBPPB1937+21 1997 7/24-30 575 0.50 32 circ GBPPB1937+21 1997 2/10-1, 4/26-9, 7/31-8/01 820 0.875 32 circ GBPPB1937+21 1995 1/31 800 0.70 16 lin CDRP-0B1937+21 1995 2/05-7 800 0.70 16 lin CDRP-0B1937+21 1997 3/19-20,24, 4/10 1410 0.875 32 circ EBPPJ2145-0750 1997 7/25-30 575 0.875 32 circ GBPPJ2145-0750 1997 2/10-1, 4/26-9, 7/31-8/01 820 0.875 32 circ GBPPJ2145-0750 1995 1/29-31, 2/05-6 800 0.70 16 lin CDRP-0J2145-0750 1995 2/04 800 0.70 16 circ CDRP-0J2145-0750 1997 4/10 1410 0.875 32 circ EBPPTable 2.1: Observing Information for Millisecond Pulsars. For each pulsar, the observingdates, radio frequency in MHz, the channel bandwidth in MHz of the BPP, and the number ofchannels are listed in columns 2-4. Columns 5 and 6 indicate whether the data were taken in thelinear or circular polarization basis, and the observing system which recorded the data.



42 Observing Particulars2.4 Gain CalibrationThe data obtained using two orthogonal polarizations A and B must be convertedfrom raw data counts to ux units for each polarization. Observations of a calibratedpulsed noise source allow the determination of the number of counts per CAL deec-tion. Pulsed noise observations both on and o� an unpolarized standard source ofknown ux F then allow determination of the ux per CAL deection, and thereforeper count. This gain factor gi is determined for each polarization i in Jy=c, and maythen be applied to the data.If the noise source has a known temperature TCALi in polarization i, then we candetermine the system temperature TSY Si, the antenna temperature TANTi, and theantenna gain Gi in K=Jy for the observations. The Kelvins per count for polarizationi, (K=c)i, is determined by(K=c)i = TCALi(counts(CALON)� counts(CALOFF ))i ; (2.1)and the system temperature is given byTSY Si = (K=c)i � counts(CALOFFi): (2.2)Observations of the system temperatures both ON and OFF an unpolarizedstandard source of known ux F gives the antenna temperatureTANTi = TSY Si(ON)� TSY Si(OFF )= (K=c)i � (counts(ON) � counts(OFF ))i; (2.3)and the gain Gi of the telescope in Kelvins per Jansky:Gi = TANTiF : (2.4)The overall gain factor gi in Jy=c,gi = (K=c)i=Gi (2.5)may then be applied to each polarization i of the data. The calibrated total intensityis then I = (EAE�A � gA + EBE�B � gB)=2. For polarization data, the cross termsRe(E�AEB) and Im(E�AEB) must be multiplied by a gain factor gAB = pgAgB.11These quantities are related to the Stokes parameters by equation 2.8



Gain Calibration 43In practice, (K=c)i may change with parameters such as observing bandwidth,while Gi is expected to be more stable. Observations of a standard source are there-fore used to determine this latter quantity. To obtain a gain factor gi appropriate foreach polarization at each observation, Gi (determined as described above), is coupledwith (K=c)i as determined from pulsed noise observations using the current observingparameters. If the calibration observations used to determine (K=c)i for the currentobserving parameters are at a di�erent bandwidth than the standard source calibra-tion observations used to determine Gi, then the two quantities are combined bymatching channels by frequency.Note that the value of gi is independent of the value of TCALi which is actuallyused, and so this method may be used whether or not it is known, as long as thepulsed noise source is stable with time. If the value of TCAL is not accurate, however,the individual values of G and TANT will not be accurate.2.4.1 PracticalitiesA noise source which is correlated between the two polarizations allows a determina-tion of the instrumental phases in the system, as will be discussed in Section 2.5.3.This was true for most of our observations, allowing the standard calibrator noise sig-nals to be used. For the 575-MHz system at Green Bank, independent noise sourcesare usually injected after the hybrid, so no measurement of instrumental phase be-tween circular polarizations is possible. A single noise source was therefore coupledinto the system at the feed, resulting in a correlated noise source, to allow measure-ment of the phases for each channel. The temperature of this source was, however,unknown. Values of TCALi were chosen such that the antenna temperatures of the twopolarizations were nearly equal, as is true when the standard calibration signal withknown temperature is used. As noted above, these values do not a�ect the �nal gaincalibration. For a few observations, this correlated calibration source was not avail-able, so the standard pulsed noise source was used. In these cases, the observationswere only included in the calculation if the antenna temperatures were nearly equalfor all channels, as is expected. This also gave the most consistent gain calibrationbetween channels.Table 2.2 displays the standard sources used for each observing run and frequency,along with their uxes in Janskys, the type of pulsed noise source used (correlatedor standard), the observing system, and the rms of the antenna temperature ratioacross the channels, which provides some estimate of the error in the resulting gaincalibration of the data.



44 Observing Particulars
Gain Calibration SourcesDates Freq Source Flux CAL Observing EstimatedMHz Jy Type System Error(%)1997 7/25-30 575 3C 48 30.9 C/Sa GBPP 15/103C 286 22.0 C/S 15/51996 11/13-12/02 610 noneb C GBPP 501995 1/29-31, 2/5-7 800 3C 48 24.4 S CDRP-0 6,201995 2/3-5 800 nonec S CDRP-0 {1997 2/10-12, 4/26-30 820 3C 48 24.0 S GBPP 6,51997 7/30-1 820 3C 48 24.0 C GBPP 101997 7/31-8/1 820 3C 48 24.0 S GBPP 51996 10/5,15 1410 noneb EBPP-a {1997 3/19-20, 3/23-4 1410 1345+12d EBPP 71997 4/9-10 1410 1345+12 5.25 C EBPP 74C12.50aC-correlated CAL, S-standard independent linearly polarized CALsbCalibration was achieved by assuming that the system temperatures of the two polar-izations were equal.cCalibration was achieved using K/c valuesdused 4/9-10 calibration dataTable 2.2: Gain Calibration Sources are summarized for each observing date and frequency. Thestandard source and its associated ux in Jy are listed in columns three and four. The CAL typein column 5 is designated C if the injected CAL signal was correlated, and S if it was nominallyuncorrelated (although for all but the 575-MHz data a small amount of correlation was introducedin the hybrid). The observing system is listed in column 6. An estimate in the error in the gaincalibration is provided by the rms variation of the antenna temperature ratio about the mean, andis given in column 7.



Polarization Calibration 452.5 Polarization Calibration2.5.1 TheoryWhen taking polarization data, we are measuring radiation from orthogonal polariza-tions A and B, but the observed radiation will have been a�ected by passage throughthe telescope system. Following the formalism of McKinnon (1994), the measuredradiation EA0 and EB0 relates to the intrinsic radiation EA and EB via EA 0EB0 ! =  TAA TABTBA TBB ! EAEB ! (2.6)where the elements of this transmission matrix areT = g  1 KABei�ABKBAei�BA KBBei�BB ! ; (2.7)where g is the overall gain factor, KBBei�BB describes the relative gain and phasebetween A and B, and the cross terms describe the coupling between the two polar-izations. This matrix contains 7 independent parameters.We now consider the e�ects of this transmission matrix on the intrinsic Stokesparameters, which are S = 0BBBB@ S0S1S2S3 1CCCCA = 0BBBB@ EAE�A + EBE�BEAE�A � EBE�B2Re(EAE�B)2Im(EAE�B) 1CCCCA : (2.8)When A and B correspond to linear polarizations X and Y this corresponds toST = (I;Q;U; V ) = (I; P cos(2�); P sin(2�); V ), whereas for circular polarizations Land R this is (I; V;Q;U) = (I; V; P cos(2�); P sin(2�)), where the linear polarizationis described by amplitude P and position angle � with Pei2� = Q + iU . Positive Vis associated with left-handed circular polarization.Apart from the overall and relative gain factors g and KBB, which can be re-moved using gain calibration, the dominant e�ect is the relative phase between Aand B introduced by the telescope. In addition to this phase angle, there are tele-scope parameters KBA, �BA, KAB, and �AB which describe the way in which intrinsicpolarization B is detected in measured polarization A and vice versa. For knowntelescope parameters, the instrumental e�ect on the intrinsic Stokes parameters S isgiven by S00(�) =M �R(2�)�S; (2.9)



46 Observing Particularswhere M =g22 M0 is the Mueller matrix and M0 is shown in equation 2.10 on page47. The matrix R(2�) is the rotation matrix used to rotate the Q and U componentsby 2�, which is the orientation angle of the feed relative to the source. In the circularpolarization basis, this matrix isR(2�) = 0BBBB@ 1 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 cos(2�) sin(2�)0 0 � sin(2�) cos(2�) 1CCCCA : (2.11)If A and B are truly orthogonal, then this implies that KBA = KAB = 0, and theinstrumental e�ects are described byM = g22 0BBBB@ 1 +K2BB 1 �K2BB 0 01 �K2BB 1 +K2BB 0 00 0 2KBB cos(�BB) 2KBB sin(�BB)0 0 �2KBB sin(�BB) 2KBB cos(�BB) 1CCCCA ;where g = KBB = 1 holds for previously gain-calibrated data.IfA and B are circular polarizations, the relative phase angle �BB causes a rotationbetween Stokes parameters Q and U , and is thus simply a rotation of the positionangle. If we are using the linear polarization basis, then this angle causes a rotationbetween Stokes parameters U and V . This completely corrupts observations of thepolarization of the source, and must be carefully removed. In the non-orthogonal case,the instrumental terms KBA, �BA, KAB , and �AB a�ect all of the Stokes parameters,and their interdependence is considerably more complicated.2.5.1.1 Circular BasisIn the basis of circular polarizations L and R, it is physically meaningful to write thetransmission matrix T asT = 0BBBBBB@ 1(1 + �2L)1=2 �Lei�L(1 + �2L)1=2�Re�i�R(1 + �2R)1=2 1(1 + �2R)1=2 1CCCCCCA ; (2.12)assuming that the relative gain calibration has been applied, and that the relativeinstrumental phase between L and R will be dealt with separately. In this case
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48 Observing Particularsthe nominally orthogonal circularly polarized response of the telescope is actuallyelliptically polarized, with axial ratios �i = (1 � �i)=(1 + �i), and position angles ofthe major axes �i = �i=2. See equation A.5 of Stinebring (Stinebring 1982) for thecomplete Mueller matrix resulting from this de�nition.In practice, �i << 1, so the complex leakage factors �L = �Lei�L �R = �Rei�Rcorrespond directly to KLRei�LR and KRLei(�RL��RR) in the earlier formulation.By de�ning the sum and di�erence vectors,� = �ei � = �L + �R = �Lei�L + �Re�i�R� = �ei � = �L � �R = �Lei�L � �Re�i�R (2.13) andneglecting terms of �2i , the Mueller matrix becomesM = 0BBBB@ 1 0 � cos( �) � sin( �)0 1 � cos( �) � sin( �)� cos( �) �� cos( �) 1 0� sin( �) �� sin( �) 0 1 1CCCCA :Even if the telescope response is elliptically rather than circularly polarized, they maybe orthogonal to one another if �L = �R and �L = �R + �, implying � = 0.We have separated out the e�ects of the relative phase  = �RR between thepolarizations L and R, so we model the measured Stokes byS00(�) = R( )�M �R(2�)�S (2.14)= 0BBBB@ I + P� cos(��  �)P cos(��  ) + I� cos( � +  )� V � cos( � +  )P sin(��  ) + I� sin( � +  )� V � sin( � +  )V + P� cos(��  �) 1CCCCA ;where � = 2(�� �).Thus the Stokes parameters will vary sinusoidally with the angle � describing therelative orientations of the feed and the source position angle.2.5.2 Calibration ProcedureIn what follows, we assume that the gain calibration has been carried out using thestandard method described in section 2.4. We may therefore set the overall andrelative gain parameters g and KBB to 1 before proceeding further. To determine theother telescope parameters, we must observe a source for which the Stokes parameters



Polarization Calibration 49are known. Equation 2.14 shows that the instrumental polarization parameters willdetermine the sinusoidal variations of the Stokes parameters with feed angle �. Fora source with a single constant position angle, it is necessary to observe the sourcefor many di�erent rotation angles � of the feed, in order to obtain measurements atmany e�ective position angles of the polarized source. For a telescope with an alt-azimuth mount, this is achieved simply by tracking the source across the sky, sincethe orientation of the feed relative to the source changes during the observation (cf.Stinebring 1982). For a telescope with a polar mount, the relative positions of the feedand the source do not change during tracking, so the feed angle must be intentionallyrotated (McKinnon 1994). For N such observations of the measured Stokes S0, wemay �t for the np parameters of the Mueller matrix M by comparing these with themodel Stokes S00, and minimizing an averaged �2 de�ned by�2 = 14(N � np � 1) 3Xi=0N�1Xj=0 (Sij 0 � Sij 00)2: (2.15)In the case of a pulsar, however, we can obtain a measurement of the Stokesparameters at many phases across the pulse. Then the position angle changes auto-matically across the pulse according to the sweep of the position angle of the pulsar.This approach has been taken by Stinebring (1982) and Xilouris (1991). Even if theposition angle changes only modestly across the pulse, a small number of feed rota-tion angles will adequately sample the total range of e�ective position angles. Thus,given a pulsar for which the Stokes parameters are known, we can perform the least-squares �t discussed above. In practice, this is complicated by the fact that pulsarsscintillate due to the e�ects of the interstellar medium, and so the total intensityI is not constant in time. Following Stinebring (1982), we note that the quantityIconst = [I2� (Q2+U2+V 2)]1=2 is a constant under the transformation of the Muellermatrix, so it may be used to correctly normalize all measured Stokes pro�les prior to�tting for instrumental parameters.Once the polarization parameters of the telescope are determined, the Muellermatrix M is fully known, and the true measured Stokes parameters Scal of a sourceof unknown polarization may be determined using simple matrix inversion:Scal(�) = R(�2�)�M�1 �R(��BB) � S0 (2.16)where the relative phase angle �BB has been separated from the Mueller matrix aswas done explicitly above for the circular basis.



50 Observing Particulars2.5.3 Application to Circular Polarization dataIf the relative instrumental phase introduced between the two circular polarizationsvaries signi�cantly across the bandwidth of the system, then depolarization of thepolarization pro�le will result when the data are averaged, unless this instrumentale�ect has been �rst removed.At E�elsberg, a single linearly polarized pulsed noise source is injected prior tothe hybrid. Given knowledge of the intrinsic position angle of this calibrator signal,the instrumental rotation ( = �RR) may be determined by measuring the positionangle from the Q and U components of the pulsed noise signal for each channel.In practice, we do not know the intrinsic position angle of the calibrator, but �RRvaries substantially between channels for the BPP systems, and so this measurementallows the relative instrumental phase between channels to be determined. Thismeasurement may then be used to remove the instrumental phase from all the data.This was done for the 1997 March and April data, but was not possible for the 1996October data. The same is true for the non-standard correlated calibrator signalwhich was injected into the 575-MHz system at Green Bank (cf. Section 2.4.1).For the 800-MHz system at Green Bank, independent linearly polarized noisesources are injected prior to the hybrid. If they had equal amplitudes, any pulsednoise signal visible in the polarization cross terms would be introduced by the hybrid.If the amplitudes are not equal, then there is a net linear polarization in the signal.In either case, measurement of the pulsed noise signal in the two cross terms againallows measurement of the instrumental phase. Since most of the 820-MHz data wereobtained during standard timing runs, these standard noise sources were used. For abrief period of time in 1997 July, a correlated noise signal was introduced as for the575-MHz system, to improve the measurement of the relative phase. A comparison ofthe measurement using the two di�erent CAL signals revealed that for some channels,the results di�ered systematically by 30 � 40�. These were exactly the channels forwhich the instrumental phase resulted in very little signal in one of Q or U . Inthese cases, the more weakly correlated standard CAL provided insu�cient signalfor the measurement. As a result, the measurement of the more strongly correlatedsignal was applied to all the data for that epoch. This procedure was con�rmed byinspecting the resulting relative PPA values for PSR B1937+21 after application ofthe two possibilities. It is possible that similar problems in measurements of theinstrumental phase were present for the other 1997 820-MHz data.For the 1995 January/February data taken in the circular polarization basis, noattempt has been made to remove the relative instrumental phases across the 16channels of CDRP-0.



Polarization Calibration 512.5.3.1 1410-MHz EBPP dataIn order to determine the remaining instrumental parameters, polarization measure-ments are made of a pulsar with known Stokes parameters at a variety of feed angles.PSR B1929+10 was used for this purpose. To use this object, we needed to knowits intrinsic polarization properties. At 1410 MHz we obtained polarization pro�lesfrom both Stinebring (1982), who kindly sent us his thesis data, and from Gould &Lyne (1997).2 These were interpolated to the resolution of our data. The data weregain-calibrated, and the instrumental phase was removed as described above. Themodel Stokes parameters for this object were compared with the data for all pointsin the region where the model exceeded a speci�ed threshold (usually 10% of thepeak), in a global �t using equations 2.14 and 2.15. The data were normalized asdescribed in Section 2.5.2, after which a simple grid search algorithm determined thefollowing parameters: the o�set in polarization position angle between the data andmodel pro�les, the gain factor required to match the data to the model pro�le, andthe Mueller matrix parameters �;  �; �, and  �. These �nal parameters were usedto invert the Mueller matrix for application to the data for the remaining pulsars.Similar results were obtained in �ts using both model pro�les. A separate �t wasdone for data taken on each day of observations. The magnitudes of � and � aresimilar for each day, but the phases  � and  � were not constant. The results fromthe appropriate day were therefore applied to all pulsar data, although the signal tonoise of the PSR B1929+10 data for the 1997 April 9/10 was lower, resulting in lesscertainty about the instrumental calibration.It is apparent from equation 2.14 that the measured Stokes parameters will varysinusoidally with the angle � describing the relative orientations of the feed and sourcePPA, with vertical o�sets equal to the true values of the Stokes parameters.Figure 2.2 displays the B1929+10 Stokes parameters (I 0; Q0; U 0; V 0) for a singlechannel of 1410-MHz EBPP data from a single day, averaged over the center of thegain-calibrated pulse pro�le, normalized by I 0const = [I 02 � (Q02 + U 02 + V 02)]1=2,and plotted against �, which includes both the feed angle and the parallactic anglecorrection. The expected sinusoidal variations with � are visible. The top 3 panelsof Figure 2.3 display, for all channels, the results of a �t which included only theinstrumental parameters � and  �, setting � = 0. The dotted lines in Figure 2.2result from applying the Mueller matrix corresponding to these parameters to theaverage Stokes model. The solid lines result from applying results of a �t which also2Obtained from the data base of published pro�les maintained by the European Pulsar Network,available at: http://www.mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/pulsar/data/
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Fig. 2.2.| Stokes vs. � for PSR B1929+10 at 1410 MHz. Gain-calibrated Stokes parameters wereproduced for the PSR B1929+10 data which were taken with the EBPP on 1997 March 24. Theaverage values for a region centered on the pulse (for which the model Stokes intensity exceededI=Imax = 0:1) were determined. These were normalized by Iconst = [I2 � (Q2 + U2 + V 2)]1=2. Theresults are plotted for a single channel against the feed + parallactic angle �. The dotted and solidlines result from applying an instrumental correction to the average model Stokes. The instrumentalparameters determined in a �t for � and  �, shown in the top panels of Figure 2.3, were used toproduce the dotted lines. The solid lines result from using the results of a �t which also included �and  �, which are shown in the bottom panels of Figure 2.3.included � and  � to the model Stokes. The parameters of this �t are displayedin the bottom 5 panels of Figure 2.3. Figure 2.4 displays the same averaged Stokesparameters for data which has been corrected for instrumental e�ects using the inverseMueller matrix for the displayed parameters.In all these �gures, the sign of V has been changed in our data to match thepublished polarization pro�les. Although such a sign change in this case could bedue to an error in gain calibration, the original sign of the sense-reversing V in ourobservations of PSR B0355+54 also disagreed with the published literature (Gould &Lyne 19972, von Hoensbroech & Xilouris 1997b3). Gain calibration errors could not3The sign of V in the 1.7 GHz pro�le is unclear, but the sense of V in pro�les at other frequenciesmatches that of the other authors at lower frequencies.
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Fig. 2.3.| Instrumental Polarization Parameters for E�elsberg. The top three panels display thevalues for each channel of the instrumental parameters determined in a �t, along with the �2 ofthe �t. The data used in the �t were the same as that which were used to generate the averagequantities displayed in Figure 2.2. The telescope response was assumed to be orthogonal, so only� and  � were included in the �t. The bottom �ve panels display the results for a �t which alsoincluded the orthogonality parameters � and  � .have this e�ect. If the polarizations L and R had been mis-identi�ed at the telescope,then the direction of the PPA curve would also be reversed relative to the publishedresults, which is not the case. This correction has been applied to all 1410-MHzEBPP data. As further con�rmation that this is the appropriate action, we note thatthe signs of V for most of the millisecond pulsars are consistent across all observedfrequencies after this correction has been made. The source of this sign reversal ofV remains unexplained. No similar sign correction is required for the 820-MHz or575-MHz data. A similar sign reversal may a�ect the millisecond pulsar polarizationdata published in Xilouris et al. (1988).
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Fig. 2.4.| Corrected Stokes vs. � for PSR B1929+10. The inverse Mueller matrix resulting fromthe full �t for instrumental parameters shown in Figure 2.3 was applied to the gain calibrated Stokesparameters for the same data as that used to generate Figure 2.2. The average values for the centralregion were determined, normalized by Iconst, and plotted against �, as before. The sinusoidalvariations have been largely removed.2.5.3.2 575-MHz GBPP dataIt is apparent from equation 2.14 that for � << 1,V 0P 0 = VP + � cos(2(�� �)�  �): (2.17)The measured value of V 0=P 0 will vary sinusoidally with the angle �, with an o�setof the true value of V=P .The �rst panel of Figure 2.5 displays V 0=P 0 for the 575-MHz PSR B1929+10 Stokesdata for a single day, plotted against �. The data were averaged over the center ofthe gain-calibrated pulse pro�le, and over sets of 8 channels. In the GBPP, a separateLO is used for each block of 8 channels, so instrumental parameters are expected tobe most similar within a block. Each set of 8 channels is represented by a di�erentsymbol. The second panel of Figure 2.5 displays the same quantities for a di�erent dayof data. The solid lines result from applying the instrumental parameters � = 0:05, � = �60� to an estimate of the average model Stokes values derived from the o�sets
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Fig. 2.5.| V=P vs. Feed Angle � for PSR B1929+10 at 575 MHz. The 575-MHz Stokes parametersof PSR B1929+10, averaged in 4 sets of 8 channels, were averaged over the central region of thepulse. The quantity V=P is plotted against feed angle � for each set of channels for 2 separate days(1997 July 26/28). Each set of channels is marked with a di�erent symbol. Note the di�erencein the results of gain calibration for each set of channels. The solid lines result from applying theinstrumental parameters � = 0:05,  � = �60� to the model Stokes.of the sinusoids in the data for 1997 July 28. Note that there are signi�cant di�cultieswith the gain calibration of this data, with systematic e�ects between the channelgroups of order �10%. Despite di�culties with the vertical o�set, the amplitude andphase of the instrumental e�ects can be estimated. A correction for these values of� and  � has been applied to all 575-MHz data. The corresponding plots producedfrom the corrected data reveal that the sinusoidal variations are correctly removed.Plots of all four normalized Stokes parameters reveal that � <� 5%. No correction for� 6= 0 has been made.2.5.3.3 820-MHz GBPP dataMost of the 820-MHz GBPP data were obtained during standard pulsar timing runs,with the GBPP obtaining polarimetry using the same schedule as the Spectral Pro-cessor. As a result, extensive rotations of the feed were not possible.Observations of PSR B1929+10 at a single feed angle (1997 February) imply thatthe instrumental e�ects could be of order 10-20%, but the �ts are poorly constrainedin this instance. As a result, no correction for instrumental polarization was applied
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Fig. 2.6.| V=P vs. � at 820 MHz for 1997 April. The 820-MHz Stokes parameters of PSRB1929+10, averaged in 4 sets of 8 channels, were averaged over the central region of the pulse. Thequantity V=P is plotted against feed angle � for each set of channels for three separate days (1997April 28-30). Each symbol represents a di�erent observing date. The solid lines result from applyingthe instrumental parameters � = 0:05,  � = 40;�30;�10; 110� to the model Stokes. The di�erentvalues of  � are required to account for the di�erent sinusoidal phase for each set of 8 channels.to this data.During the several days of observing in 1997 April, observations of PSR B1929+21with feed angle rotation were taken on three days. The four panels of Figure 2.6display V 0=P 0 for the 820-MHz PSR B1929+10 Stokes data, plotted against feedangle �. The data have been averaged over the center of the gain-calibrated pulsepro�le, and over the four sets of 8 channels, and plotted against �. Each symbolrepresents a di�erent day of observations. The solid lines result from applying theinstrumental parameters � = 0:05,  � = 40;�30;�10 and 110� to the average modelStokes, which at this radio frequency were obtained from Stinebring (1982). Plots ofall four Stokes parameters limit sigma to � 5%. The 1997 April GBPP data werecorrected for these instrumental parameters, setting � = 0. The corresponding plotsof V=P for the corrected data show much less variation with feed angle �.In 1997 July, a single set of observations of PSR B1929+10 with feed rotation is
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Fig. 2.7.| Stokes vs. � for PSR B1929+10 at 820 MHz for 1997 July. The normalized Stokesparameters, averaged over the center of the pulse, and over all channels, are displayed againstfeed angle � for the PSR B1929+10 data which were taken with the GBPP on 1997 July 31.No polarization calibration has been applied to the data represented by the open squares. Thecorrection matrix M�1 for the instrumental parameters � = 0:07,  � = �70�;�80�;�90�;�100�,� = 0:2,  � = �6� has been applied to the data from which the values for the �lled triangles weredetermined. The sinusoidal variation has been largely eliminated.available. The normalized Stokes parameters, averaged over the central region andall channels, are displayed against � in Figure 2.7. The open squares represent datato which no instrumental corrections have been applied. The sinusoidal amplitude inall Stokes parameters is quite large, indicating � � 0:2. If � had been this large inthe 1997 April data, it would have been clearly visible. The �lled triangles representdata to which an instrumental correction has been applied, using the parameters� = 0:07,  � = �70;�80;�90;�100�, � = 0:2, and  � = �6�. Inspection of blocks ofeight channels revealed that similar parameters were appropriate for all. These sameparameters were applied to all 1997 July 820-MHz data.
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Fig. 2.8.| E�ect of � 6= 0 on PPA. For Stokes parameters with low linear polarization P , such aredisplayed in the �rst panel, even modest values of the instrumental parameter � have a signi�cante�ect on the PPA. In the second and third panels, the forward and inverse Mueller transformationsfor � = 0, � = 0:1, and �� = 0 have been applied to these Stokes. The transformation of the PPAcurve is signi�cantly non-linear.2.5.4 The e�ects of � 6= 0 on PPAThe e�ects of even modest values of � on the PPA curve are small, if the linearlypolarized fraction is high (P � I). If the linearly polarized fraction is small, theneven � � 0:1 has a signi�cant e�ect on the PPA curve. The �rst panel of Figure2.8 displays Stokes parameters in which the PPA curve is assumed to vary linearlyacross the pulse. The linearly polarized fraction is assumed to be P=I = 0:2, withV = 0. The results of applying a Mueller matrix with � = 0:1,  � = 0 (� = 0 hasbeen assumed for clarity) are displayed in the second panel. The expected sinusoidalvariations of I and P are visible, and the instrumental e�ect results in a non-lineartransformation of the PPA, with the location of the steepest portion of the new PPAcurve depending on  �. The third panel displays the results of applying the inverseMueller transformation to the original Stokes. This mimics the e�ect of an erroneouscorrection for � 6= 0. Again, the PPA curve is distorted in a non-linear fashion. Inlight of these e�ects, one must be careful in interpreting the shape of the PPA curvein objects with very low linear polarization P .



Polarization Calibration 592.5.5 Application to Linear Polarization data2.5.5.1 Application to 1400 800-MHz DataSince the circular polarizations at 800 MHz on the 1400 telescope are produced bysampling of linear polarizations with subsequent mixing in a hybrid, the cross termsKLR and KRL are likely to be more important than the cross terms Kxy and Kyx forthe linear polarizations. Thus linear polarizations were used for the �rst experiment.This has the disadvantage that the relative phase angle �yy causes a rotation betweenU and V , instead of the rotation between Q and U which is the principal e�ect of�RR, and is simply a rotation of position angle.Gain calibration of all data discussed below was done using observations of thesource 3C 48. The telescope polarization parameters were determined in two ways.First, by measuring at many feed angles the Stokes parameters of the standard source3C 286, and second, by measuring the Stokes parameters of the well-studied pulsarB1929+10.We determined the measured Stokes at several positions of the feed for 3C 286,which has a linear polarization of 9%. This was done through on and o� source pulsedCAL measurements. Following McKinnon (1994), whenKyy � 1:0 and S1=S0 << 1:0,the quantity f = S10=S00 = Q=I reduces tof(�) � b+mcos[2(� � �)]; (2.18)where the percent linear polarization is given by the amplitude m of the sinusoid, andthe intrinsic position angle is given by the phase �. The o�set b � (1�K2yy )=(1+K2yy )should be zero for correctly gain calibrated data, since then Kyy = 1:0. Our datacorrectly displays the results of the 9% linear polarization of this object.Using the �tted values for the intrinsic polarization of 3C 286, which has virtuallyno circular polarization, the intrinsic Stokes parameters are given byS = I 0BBBB@ 1m cos(2�)m sin(2�)0 1CCCCA : (2.19)These can be used to �t for the parameters de�ning the elements of the Muellermatrix, using the same methods discussed earlier. The values of Kxy and Kyx deter-mined in this �t represent cross-coupling of at most a few percent.We also observed the pulsar B1929+10 at a few feed angles, and �t for the PPAo�set and the instrumental parameter �yy using data at a single feed angle. The
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Fig. 2.9.|The e�ects of �yy on PSR B1929+10. The �rst panel displays gain-calibrated polarizationdata for a single channel to which no instrumental correction has been applied. The second paneldisplays the data after a correction for �yy � 145� has been applied.results were largely consistent for data taken with each feed angle. The �yy valuesdetermined in these �ts also agreed with the results for 3C 286, to within the errors.The �rst panel of Figure 2.9 displays the gain-calibrated polarization data for PSRB1929+10. No instrumental correction has been applied. The second panel displaysthe results correcting for �yy as determined in a �t to another PSR B1929+10 datascan. This now compares favourably with the model Stokes obtained from Stinebring(1982).An instrumental correction was applied to all of the data, using the results of the�ts for �yy from PSR B1929+10, as this was available for both the 1997 January and1997 February observations, whereas the 3C 286 calibration was available for onlyone of these.2.5.5.2 Application to 85-3 dataThe instrumental phase �yy introduced between the X and Y polarizations is also thedominant instrumental e�ect for the 610-MHz data presented here.As in the case of circular polarizations, one measure of this angle �cyy is given bythe correlated pulsed CAL signal which can be injected into the signal path. Theamount of pulsed signal which appears in the polarization cross terms is governed by



Polarization Calibration 61Polarization Calibration SummaryDates Freq �  � �  �MHz � �1997 7/25-30 575 0.05 �60 0. {1995 2/3-5a 800 0. { 0. {1997 2/10-12a 820 0. { 0. {1997 4/26-30 820 0.05 40;�30; 10; 110 0. {1997 7/30-8/1 820 0.07 �70;�80;�90;�100 0.2 �61996 10/5,15b 1410 0. { 0. {1997 3/19-20, 3/23-4 1410 � 0:12 various � 0:07 various1997 4/9-10 1410 � 0:12 various � 0:07 variousDates Freq �yyMHz �1995 1/29-31 800 135 to 1451995 2/5-7 800 �90 to �60anone available - standard timing runbnone availableTable 2.3: Polarization Calibration Summary. For each observing session, the observing frequencyis listed, followed by the polarization parameters used to correct the data for instrumental e�ects.See text for details.the value of this phase angle for the signal path following the CAL. This is su�cientin the case of circular polarizations, where only the relative value between channelsis important. In this case, however, we need to know the true value. To measure thisphase angle for the entire signal path, observations of the Vela pulsar were used to �tfor both �dyy and the rotation in position angle due to the atmosphere, as was donefor PSR B1929+21 in the previous section. The phase angle due to the signal pathbefore the CAL signal is injected was found to be relatively constant, over a largerange of dates. This ��yy = �dyy � �cyywas then added to the value of �cyy determined for observations of the Crab pulsar.Table 2.3 contains a summary of instrumental parameters used to apply correc-tions to the GBPP and EBPP data. For each date and frequency, the values of �,  �,�, and  � are tabulated for the observations taken using the circular basis, while �yyis tabulated for the linear polarization basis.



62 Observing Particulars2.6 Data ReductionThe calibration procedures described in sections 2.4 and 2.5 may be applied to eachchannel of the BPP, for each scan. In principle the resulting polarization pro�lesmay be averaged to improve signal to noise once any parallactic angle di�erenceshave been removed. In practice this is complicated by the rotation measure RM asde�ned in equation 1.18, as well as any remaining systematic PPA variations due toinstrumental e�ects. Addition of two polarization pro�les with improperly alignedposition angles results in depolarization of the summed pro�le. Speci�cally, if twopro�les with linear polarization P0 are combined, then the linear polarization of theaverage P is PP0 = 1 + cos(��)2 (2.20)where �� is the rotation in position angle between the two pro�les. For smoothvariations of PPA resulting in a total change �� across our observing bandwidth, thee�ect will be smaller than that indicated by equation 2.20.The rotation measure of the ionosphere is typically 1�10 rad m�1. The variationis dominated by a diurnal e�ect, but solar ux and magnetic �eld variations also playa role. For a rotation measure of 10, and a bandwidth of 30 MHz, the change inpolarization position angle across the band is then � = 1� at 1410 MHz, 6� at 820MHz, and 16� at 575 MHz. If the rotation measure changes by �RM = 9, then thechange in position angle at the center of our band is 23� at 1410 MHz, 69� at 820MHz, and 140� at 575 MHz. This a�ects not only the summing over the frequencychannels, but also the averaging of data taken at di�erent times.In addition to the RM of the ionosphere, the pulsar has a rotation measure due topropagation through the interstellar medium. Although the magnetic �eld is weak,the long propagation path results in measurable e�ects. For these objects, the trueinterstellar rotation measure is unknown, and so we must determine if a large RM ispresent.In order to assess these e�ects, average polarization pro�les (1-3 per pulsar ob-servation) were originally produced with RM = 0 and the e�ects of �RR removed.These were added together to create pro�les with a reasonable S=N . The PPA o�-set between these pro�les was determined, by �tting using one of the pro�les as atemplate. These angle o�sets were then removed from polarization pro�les for allfrequency channels, which were added, and a PPA o�set was determined for eachchannel. Finally, a least-squares �t was performed to determine the RM , assumingthat the instrumental phases have been correctly removed. The observing bandwidthis relatively narrow, so this will not be a good determination unless the intrinsic



Data Reduction 63RM of the object is large, especially at high frequencies. In almost all cases, thesystematic variation in PPA across the band was less than 15�, and for these cases,the depolarization is at most a few percent. In fact, if RM 6= 0 introduces a totalchange across our 28-MHz band of �� = 30�, the resulting depolarization is only5%, not the 25% suggested by equation 2.20. This corresponds to an RM of 300at 1410 MHz, 60 at 820 MHz, and 20 at 575 MHz. Frequently, random variationsand systematic trends which did not follow �2 were comparable or larger than anylinear trend. For PSR B1821�24, the RM at 820 MHz was found to be somewherebetween 60 and 100. This causes only slight depolarization at this frequency, due tothe narrow bandwidth, but has a signi�cant e�ect at 575 MHz, where we had beenpreviously unable to measure the RM . A rotation measure of 80 was applied to the575-MHz data. This resulted in less depolarization of the pro�le, and any remainingtrend of PPA across the band was less than 10�.The angle o�sets determined above were applied to each scan prior to temporalalignment and adding of the pro�les. In some cases, the PPA o�set between datasets was insu�ciently determined, due to low S=N or small linear polarization, andno o�set was applied before averaging.In order to properly align the data temporally, TOAs (pulse arrival times) weregenerated for each scan by cross-correlation with a template. At each frequency, thesewere then compared with the pulsar timing model used to take the observations, usingthe TEMPO timing package developed at Princeton (Taylor & Weisberg 1989). If thetiming residuals were small, then the data were averaged with no further alignment.If signi�cant timing residuals remained, then TEMPO was used to �t for a new timingmodel for those observations. This new model was then used to align and averagethe polarization data. In some cases, insu�cient information was available to obtaina new timing model. In these cases, sub-averages of several scans were created whereno drift in pulse phase was expected. These were then aligned and averaged bycross-correlation. In some cases, a small portion of the data was very much stronger,due to interstellar scintillation. In these cases, only the data with the highest S=Nwere included. In a few cases, the resolution of the data was not the same for allobservations. These data were interpolated to the same number of bins prior to theiraddition.


